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2-1 margin

lamron 2
petitions
available

Blanche elected
ASOCE president
Griswold in last week's ASOCE
presidential election. Blanche
campaigned on a platform of
experience and frequently cited
the inexperience of his opponent.
Apparently, the OCE electorate
agreed with Blanche as the
ASOCE senator was elected by a
340-160 margin. Slightly more
than 15 per cent of the student
body voted in the two-day elec
tion.
Blanche will begin his term of
office spring term when he will
take over for the current ASOCE
president, Roger
Hediger.
Blanche will continue as
president until the end of winter
term 1974.
Petitions for the ASOCE
Executive Council, which include
Newly elected ASOCE president, all of the most powerful positions
Hick Blanche.
in student government, are now
available. Candidates wishing to
Rick Blanche, a junior run for any of these positions
Corrections major, scored a should turn their completed
decisive victory over Mark petitions in by February 12.

Petitions are now available for
lamron 2 editor in the office (Ad
305) of Chuck Grell, OCE
Publications Director. Persons
wishing to apply for the position
should turn in their completed
petitions to Mr. Grell by 5 p.m.
February 26.
Each petition wil 1 be reviewed
by the OCE Publications Board a
group composed of faculty and
students and chaired by Grell.
Each candidate for editor will be
asked to make a formal
presentation to the Board.

Grove refunds
available soon

Scott Riordan, member of OCE's Select Singers, really got into
the performance given last Saturday for Preview Day.
Photo by Bill Coffel

Curriculum changes advance
Curriculum change at Oregon
College of Education is in the
slow and arduous process of
becoming reality. The state's
Teacher Education Certification
Committee declared that each of
the state colleges must complet
guideline modification by April,
1973.
Ea,ch of the academic depart
ments at OCE are involved in
process. Under the direction of
the department head, com
mittees have been set up in each
department composed of faculty
and professionals from outside
the college.
This revamping of the old
guidelines for teacher cer
tification is an attempt to make
teacher education more useful to
the potential teacher and to make

more allowances for individual
differences through demon
strations of competency.
For example, according to the
plans now being prepared by the
various departments, there will
be more opportunity for students
to demonstrate competency in an
area, receive credit and continue
with his of her program rather
than requiring to students to take
certain courses regardless of
ability or previous experience.
In the Humanities department,
Dr. Donald Weiss is heading the
curriculum committee. Perhaps
the most obvious change being
considered by Weiss and his
committee concerns the balance
of emphasis on literature verses
mass communication.

Abernathy here Feb. 15
Next Thursday, Feb. 15 at 8
p.m. Rev. Ralph David Aber
nathy will address an assembly
sponsored by ASOCE. Tickets are
50c for students and $1.00 for
adults.
The Rev. Ralph David Aber
nathy succeeded the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. as
President of the Southern
Christian
Leadership
Conference, with national offices
in
Atlanta,
Georgia.
As
President, Dr. Abernathy is the

chief administrative officer of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, its various executive
staff members and the 100 plus
field staff scattered across the
country.
Prior to becoming President of
the
Southern
Christian
Leadership Conference, Dr.
Abernathy was the chief financial
and budgetary officer of SCLC,
and a close associate and adviser
of his long-time friend, the first
President and Founder, Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

Women gymnasts
after No. 1. See
s page 10.

In the past, state norms for
teacher education have placed
the emphasis on literature and
little was done with the area of
mass communication. The norms
have now been modified to give a
50-50 split in each area. Speech
and drama will soon have joint
certification. Six hours in jour
nalism will be added to a
program that previously offered
only nine hours.
In
the
Department
of
Mathematics and
Natural
Sciences, Department head Dr.
Ray
Broderson
and
the
curriculum committee in that
department have been involved
with program modification on
both
the
secondary
and
elementary level.
"The goal is to apply the
subject matter more towards the
classroom situation," said
Broderson. However, while the
proper modifications have been
easy at the secondary level,
Broderson and his committee
have encountered much more
difficulty with the program* for
elementary teachers. Elemen
tary teachers require a broad
background and there are
limitatons on how many hours
they can be required to take. It's
a hard choice situation.
"What we're trying to do," said
Broderson, "is to look for
alternatives which will meet the

A look at the
ASOCE election.
Page 3.

guidelines and do a better job of
providing the student with a
broad background."
At present, the committee
consists of faculty members and
an outside consultant, Ray Thiess
of the state department who acts
as a Science Education Coor
dinator.
In the past, it was possible to
obtain a secondary degree in
music in four years, but an
elementary
music
degree
required both a major in
elementary education and music
which would usually entail five
years as an undergraduate.
The state norms have changed
and it will soon be possible to
obtain both elementary and
secondary certification in music
in a four-year program.
The Social Science Department
is currently considering im
plementing a program which
would .include social science
seminars
on
elementary
education. The seminars would
include three staff members
from each of OCE's academic
departments.
Dr. Paul Griffin, head of the
Social Science Department,
described the program as "a
joint effort from each depart
ment, with social science
providing the subject matter and
the
elementary
education
department
providing
the
teaching ability."

«,

Refunds on the purchases of the
defunct 1973 Family Grove
should be available to purchasers
within a few days, according to
student publications advisor
Chuck Grell.
A procedure to make the
refunds is being wokred out by
the
business
office
and
publications office.
Grell said that it is anticipated
that students will be able to pick
up their refunds on campus.
Refunds will be mailed to other
purchasers.
A record of purchases is on file
in the publications office, Ad 305.
Anyone with questions should
direct them to that office.

Preregistration
underway
Preregistration for spring term
has already begun. Grad students
and seniors could turn in their
tentative spring schedules
February 6 and the rest of the
student body will follow the same
procedure according to a
staggered time schedule which
will end March 8.
As a service to the OCE student
body, lamron 2 will publish the
summer term schedule of classes
in one of the next two issues. This
will enable students who plan to
attend summer session to
coordinate their spring and
summer schedules.

Cold Blood
cancelled
Due to a change in the recor
ding schedule, the rock group
Cold Blood will not perform on
the OCE campus Saturday,
February 24.
Concerts chairman Mike Hyder
regrets the recent development
and is actively pursuing the
scheduling of another concert
with a different group.

Did you give
blood? See campuswide results in
next issue.

Unisex and Max
the diehard
by TIM PETSHOW
lamron 2 political contributor
All right you five scab Oregon
Senators that voted against the
Equal Rights Amendment, up
against 'da wall! You're a
disgrace ta' all 'da nice people
that voted 'ya in. You isn't fit ta'
wear 'dat pinstripe suit and white
on white shirt in 'da hallowed
legislative chambers!
You wuz 'da victim of reac
tionary propagenda, 'dat's what.
You wuz swayed by all 'dem
letters to 'da editor tellin' ya' not
to ratify 'da ERA. Some of 'em
wuz even wrote by wimmen; can
'ya believe it! Some of 'dem
misguided wimmen ain't been
listenin' to 'der wimmen's lib
represenatives. Some of 'em even
wanta' retai 'der feminity and
womenhood. And don't 'ya tell
me der's differences between
men and wimmen. 'Dem old
ideas gotta be laid to rest.
It's about time we cut out 'dis
discrimination jazz and put 'da
two sexes on equal terms. And
besides, we kin put all 'da extry
johns ta' good use. Turn 'em inta'
public showers or something.
I'll bet 'dem old middleAmerican fogies back in
Oklahomy really put some suttle
pressure on 'ya. Just cuz 'dey
rejected 'da ERA don't mean
youze guys hafta'. I guess some
fellers just don't care if they's
called male chauvinist pigs!
When are ya' goin' ta' shape up
and join your colleagues in votin'
for 'dese progressive amend
ments? I figure we'd gotten all
'da conservatives out of 'da
Capital building. Well, I wuz
wrong!
All 'da wimmen who are
waitin' ta' become pro wrasslers
or run a jackhammer kin rest
easy though. Enuf of yer 'lected
officials in 'da Senate came
through for 'ya.

Now if
'da
House
of
Representatives don't contain too
many chauvinists, 'ya kin take
down the bulls and cows signs fer
good!
Turning away from legislative
sagacity, we run smack dab into
that champion of readin', 'riting,
and 'rithmetic. Max Rafferty.
Mr. Max is a saint. The old boy
has shown
thousands of
misguided whippersnapper
educators the error of their ways.
"What was good enough for me
is good enough for these spoiled
brats of yours," steadfastly cried
the protector of 1920 curriculums
and Jim Crow mentality. Write
on, Mr. Rafferty!
Get your young uns off the floor
and back into those straightbacked desks where they belong.
Individual children with in
dividual interests, goals and
problems? Bah! Just get those
spelling books out of the closet.
Not interested in your fancy
college
degrees,
lady.
Psychology of adolescene? Just
make sure you can use the rod.
There shall be perfect order in
thy classrooms. Keep they eyes
on thy math book! You, in the
back, you will write 500 times on
the board: I WILL NOT TALK IN
CLASS.
Of course you'll teach the kids
to read - and read well! Well, if he
can't keep up he must be lazy.
Concepts? Nothing but beating
around the bush! Learn your kids
the fifty states and fifty capitals.
And woe to the tot who forgets his
subjunctive clause or his
possessive vers!
Max Rafferty, the greatest aid
to public education since
McGuffrey's readers, can be
reached several times a week in
your copy of the Capital Journal.
Groove with MR to the tune of
"what's wrong with diagrammed
sentences?"

letters to the editor
Pseudo-critic ?
To the Editor;
I write this in an attempt to
right an unfortunate wrong
committed by your pseudoentertainment
editor
Dan
Tompkins.
The party wronged in this case
is the assemblies committee
under the chairmanship of
Dennis Higgenbotham. It is
unfortunate to see this committee
slandered by an incompetent. It
is further unfortunate to see the
lamron 2, which in all other
aspects is a good publication drug
down by a writer? trying to play
the role of an entertainment
critic and failing miserably.
In last weeks article Tompkins
referred to Monmouth's cultural
void. He then proceeded to at
least partially blame the
assemblies committee, which
chooses much of the enter
tainment available on campus,
for this void. In past issues the
Friday movies have been rapped
for poor sound, poor lighting, etc.
I attended some of those movies
which were put down for one
reason or another and the thing
which struck me most was that I
had been entertained, I had
really enjoyed myself, and in
Monmouth! Then sure enough,
the next week the word from on
high would come down and
condemn the movie because your
poor little editor couldn't hear
very well. Sure the conditions
aren't the best, what do you
expect for 30c. Your obviously
unqualified critic would have
done better if he had pointed out
that by God the people were
enjoying themselves and yes, in
Monmouth.!
This past week we saw the
assemblies committee rapped for
poor selection. This is of course
the same group which brought to
OCE: Lemans; Anne of the
Thousand Days; My Fair Lady;
The Baby Maker (a fun flick);
Airport; Little Big Man; Willard;
The Andromeda Strain and will
soon bring us Sweet Charity and

Finian's Rainbow. The com small college Track Team in the
mittee working for Higgen Northwest we can not live on past
botham has also managed to laurels, but we must prepare for
bring us, or soon will, Qhristine the future. I feel that these past
Jorgensen, The Dr. Trainer athletes got enough print last
lecture series, George Plimpton, year, and this year should be
The New Shakespeare Company devoted to the present track
and Dr. Ralph David Abernathy. team.
I think that this is not too bad a
In this article there was no
track record for a group limited mentioning of the recent Por
by money and the fact that many tland Indoor meet which many of
top films are not available for our athletes participate in. This
college use as yet.
meet was held on Saturday,
I've been thinking that possibly January 27, this paper came out
you've made the entertainment February 1. Plenty of time I feel
page into a satire. If that is the to get one of your reporters to
case Mr. Tompkins is a genius. A cover this event. Also the
terrible fear continues to persist reporter you did write this article
though, I'm afraid the man thinks has not done his homework. By
he knows what he's doing! If this this I am refering to the phrase I
is the case possibly you could put am refering to the phrase, "head
him to work doing layout work for track coach Don Spinas and his
your other staff members who right hand man John Gillespie."
seem to really want a good John Gillespie is not Coach
publication.
Spinas' right hand man. John
Chuck Hodges
Oliver is, and he should get this
EDITORS NOTE: Dan Tom recognition.
John Oliver has worked very
pkins is the lamron 2 en
tertainment editor. He is neither hard, and has done a very good
job as assistant track coach. He
"pseudo" nor incompetent.
is in his second year, and has
improved very greatly, and has
made it a lot easier for Mr.
Spinas to attend to other matters.
Letter to the editor,
John Gillespie is second in
I was very displeased with the command under Oliver, and I
article titled "New Recruits feel this should be understood.
Boost Wolf Spike Ranks" in last
The one thing I am really upset
week's lamron 2. I feel that you about with this article is that it
as editor of the OCE school paper was a chance to promote the
would want, and make sure that Monmouth Track Club. If you
your reporters would report the wish to do this in your paper as
facts, and most of all report the editor that is fine, but you should
facts about sports the way they do it as a separate article. This
are. What I mean is, sports that track article was supposed to
have something to do with college deal with our new recruits, which
students right now, not ex-college it did, but in a round about way.
athletes who use this paper to By no means, is our new recruits
promote their track club, to the main theme of this article.
explain what athletes have been
I feel as editor of the lamron 2
lost by graduation of last spring. and former OCE track athlete,
This article in the sports page you would have not let this article
had nothing to do with the title of be printed without the changes I
the article. The first part of the talked about: John Oliver should
article was devoted to praises of be recognized; our new recruits
ex-OCE track athletes. Telling and our participation in the
how much our team has lost in Portland Indoor meet, and our
the last year. Yes, we have lost returning lettermen should have
some good performers, but if we been talked about. Also, we do not
are to hold the title of the best know as yet if Chris Fatland is
our six-miler, and most of all the
use of this article to promote the
Monmouth Track Club.
I hope you look over your ar
ticles a little more or make sure
your reporters report the facts.
Why so much?? Well, when
you've taken our Path to Eternal
Rick Fordney
OCE Track Athlete
Peace, you will be far beyond
your contemptible concern for
material wealth-and we need the
money to extend this blessing to
thousands like you! Yes, for a
We of the Intercollegiate
paltry $5,000.00, we will send you Knights would like to thank those
our specially-prepared Bio- Professors
who submitted
Process Cessation Pill and the nominations to us for our paging
easy-to-follow instructions for its procedure. Our request was met
use. And for only $100.00 extra, with a favorable response, and
we practically give away our your nominees will be contacted
pamphlet of special prayers and and screened. Thank you again.
incantations designed to ease
Mike McDonald
your way into Eternal Peace!
Historian
Interested, dear readers?
Wolf Knight Chapter
We're betting that you are indeed
interested in obtaining our
catalogue of so many harmonious
wonders, but to convince those
lamron 2 is a student-operated, studentunthinking skeptics among you,
published weekly newspaper. Composi
t
i o n a n d p r i n t i n g b y P o l k County
we're offering a special deal, for
Itemizer-Observer. Publication date is
a short time only, to those who
Thursday, 12 noon. Yearly subscription
rate, $3.
Address: College Center,
order right a way... With your
M o n m o u t h , O r e g o n 9 7 3 6 1 . P h o n e , 838order of a single copy of THE
1220 e x t . 347 o r 838-1171.
MIRACLE OF SNAKYLICK
EDITOR
Mike Haglund
SIAN COSMO-GRUNTOLOGY,
ASSISTANT EDITOR
Pat Cochran
B
U
S
I
N
E
S
S
M
G
R
W
e s Aanderud
you receive, absolutely free, a
BUSINESS STAFF
M a r k Phillip*special Cosmo-Gruntological
Carolyn Johnson, Ron Taylor
CIRCULATION MANAGER Dave Lovik
Decoder Ring, with which you
CAMPUS EDITOR
M a l c o l m Koch
can communicate secretly with
CAMPUS NEWS STAFF Ted Grimsrud,
Cyndee Wolfe, Mary Lindberg, Lisette
other initiates of the faith.
Parker, Diane Kolmer
How to order? Simply write the
FEATURE EDITOR
Rob C r a w f o r d
FEATURE STAFF
Dave Watkins,
mystic incantation SUHKK-ERR
B i l l i E l k i n s , M a r k Griswold
on a piece of paper, seal it inside
Peg Watkins
a stamped self-addressed en
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTORS ....Lonn
Swanson,Tim Petshow
velope, and send it along with
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
your check or money order for
Dan Tompkins
$5.00 to:
ENTERTAINMENT STAFF
°
Craig, Digby Morrow, Mitch L'
The Snaky Licks Gang-CosmoSPORTS EDITOR
Larry Black
Gruntology Division
SPORTS COLUMNIST
D a v e Lovik
S
P
O
R
T
S
S
T
A
F
F
Mitch Lies,
Waiting by Box 6969
Tim Petshow
Beyond Street
C H I E F P H O T O G R A P H E R . . Bill Coffe'
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
LeeAnn
Cosmos, Oregon 96969

Track tremor

Snaky Licksian cosmo-gruntology!
BY ROB CRAWFORD
As our untold hundreds of
rabidly loyal readers must
certainly have surmised, the
absence of our column from last
week's edition of Lamron 2
reflected something entirely
other than laziness on our part;
any truly perceptive connoisseur
of responsible journalism (to wit,
the typically shrewd Snaky Licks
reader) should by now have
concluded that our efforts were
directed at the time to other more
worthy pursuits.
The first of these pursuits was,
naturally enough, an in
vestigation into the shady past of
this seedy Mark Griswold
character whose self-important
"Night Editor" column appears
weekly in the formerly inviolate
pages of Lamron 2. On the con
dition that he resign immediately
from his job with the paper, we
will withhold our findings frompublic exposure; but rest assured
they do involve his being a greasy
faggot underwear freak with an
obsession for petroleum jelly and
a herd of trained slugs for
friends. Gon't get the idea, folks,
that we don't welcome com
petition; but this guy belongs
answering letters to the editor for
Little Lulu or Fightin' Army
comic books.
Our other interest over the past
week was the development of our
own mystic cult, the true science
of cosmic knowledge. Weary to
death of all these phony
"astologers", "numerologists",
"phrenologists" and
their
colleagues in fraud, we dug into

Page 2

the back room of the OCE
Library and came up with the
real stuff, the true paths to
quintessential awareness and
harmony with the universal
spirit.
But before we hit the national
advertising circuit, we'd like to
express our thanks to you, our
loyal readers, by giving you first
chance at the many wonderful
benefits available through our
program. So this week, and this
week only, you, our wonderful
reading public, and you alone,
can ensure yourselves a lifetime
of happy harmony with the
beyond...Learn the secrets of the
cosmos!!....Tune in to nature's
bio-vibrations! !....Find your
niche in the space-time continuum !!
Predict the
future!! ....Become a living
Cosmic Knowledge Coordina
tor! ! ...Live without pain!! ...GET
FREE SHOES FOR LIFE AND
BREAK
INTO
THE
HIGHPAYING HOTEL -MOTEL
MANAGEMENT FIELD!!!!
How can you, our lucky
readers, take advantage of this
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity??
How can you, the dedicated
seekers of true cosmic harmony,
reap the benefits of our grateful
generosity??
Here's how!! Send only $5.00
for postage, handling, and one
way-air fare to Lima, Peru, and
WE'LL SEND YOU our free 100page catalogue, THE MIRACLE
OF SNAKYLICKSIAN COSMOG R U N T O L O G Y! ! !!
Only
through careful perusal of this
cavalcade of miracles, which

details the thousands of mystic
devices and unveiled secrets of
the universe available only
through our mail-order Cosmic
Warehouse, can you hope to find
reality and ultimate peace!!!
Here's a sample of what you
can get by ordering through this
compendium of "delights from
the beyond"...
The Cosmo-Gruntological Mystic
Rhistwautsh...only $75.00!!!!
Yes, folks, you pay only $75.00
for this miraculous device, the
triumphant product of thousands
of years of astrological ob
servation combined with the
miracle of space-age technology.
Once you strap this marvel to
your wrist and learn to follow our
simple instructions, a quick
glance at your surroundings and
a moment's consultation of this
device will reveal to you your
precise niche in the all-important
space-time continuum. (Simple
instructions only $10,000 extra.)
The Cosmo-Gruntological Guide
to instant Environmental Aware
ness...Only $10.00!!!!
Eastern Mystics died for these
secrets, and now they can be
yours for only $1.00!! Following
our
any-child-can-do-it
in
structions, you can turn ordinary
saliva and any normal finger into
a powerful TOOL for Instant
Invironmental Awareness, able
to determine the exact direction
of atmospheric winds and
breezes in an instant. You can't
afford to pass this up.
The Cosmo-Gruntological Path to
Eternal Peace...only $5,000.00!!

Thanks faculty!

lamron 2 staff
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S l a w s o n , N e i l F r y e r , T i m Johnson
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Opinion: ASOCE presidential election

Questionable methods lead to victory
by DAVID WATKINS
Last week, ASOCE sponsored
their annual sideshow for the
benefit (?) and amusement (!) of
all. I had the (mis)fortune to be a
spectator at some of the major
attractions and
the
(anti)climactic completion
of
events.
A new student body president
was elected. If the precedent of
past presidents is upheld, the new
head of government will have
already completed his single
most important and strenuous
task, moving into his new office.
However, whether the man
manages to make a political
splash or not, remains to be seen,
and I do not have the background
or the optimism required for such
speculation. What immediately
concerns me is the manner in
which the victory was won.
Three things are bothering me
and I'll deal with them in order of
occurance.
The first took place on
Wednesday night, Jan. 31st. It
was a "meeting" in the fireplace
room of the College Center. Both
presidential candidates were
there to give a brief statement
about themselves and their
views, and then answer any
questions put to them.
I went, laboring under the soon
evident misconception that the
people there wanted to find out
about the candidates, their views,
plans and opinions so they could
decide how to vote. The first
question belayed any such
optimistic hope.
The question was pointed,
confused, and designed to accuse
rather then seek an answer. I
don't know if it set the pattern or
if most everyone had some with
the same intentions, but the
pattern varied very little after
that.
The meeting degenerated
rather steadily into the "My dad
is bigger than your dad," and
"Your mother drives a beer
wagon" category . I have wat
ched professionals do it on a
national basis, and at that level,
at least they're subtle.
Also, when you're watching
politics on a national level, the
people speaking to a crowd or
group are saying what the crowd
wants to hear more than they are
saying anything personal about
themselves or about their op
ponent ; so the things they say are
a little easier to take.
But last week, the charges of

«ego trim"
"ego
trip," "anathv
"apathy promoting,"
and
"ineptitude"
(though
possibly justifiable! were said
purely for the self-gratification of
the speaker and the intentional
embarrassment of the one the
comments were directed to.
In retrospect, the scene was
comic, but while there, it was
frustratingly maddening. The
whole
thing
was
rather
pathetically (to me anyway)
climaxed by a tear-stained
appeal for cessation of "mudslinging," a return to the issues

and an endorsement for one of the
Candidates. I'm sure the intent
was genuine, but the timing and
the effect were poor.
The second happening that still
bothers me came to my attention
on Friday, the second day of
voting. In the cafeteria, an
"Election Headquarters" booth
was set up. On a national level, an
election headquarters means a
particular candidate's home
base. Here however, the
appearance was that of an un
biased outlet for information
about both candidates. There
were no political endorsements
on the booth, and it was plastered
with signs encouraging everyone
to vote.
When I approached the booth, I
wondered where it came from
ahd what it was there for. And
surprise, someone was inside,
handing out info in three forms
and telling everyone to be sure

...
and vote. The first pamphlet was
the ASOCE statement containing
the general views of both
candidates as submitted on their
petitions. The second was a copy
of last weeks Lamron 2.
The third was a handbill
promoting Rick Blanche, further
detailing his views and offering a
list of supporters. This struck me
as a little odd, as the opposing
candidate, Mark Griswold, had
no
additional
information
supporting himself or his views.
When I later talked to Mark, he
informed me that he had not been
told about any "Election
Headquarters," and had not been
afforded an opportunity to submit
any information about myself.
There are two things that could
have happened: ASOCE could
have been sponsoring the booth
and decided to back one can
didate over the other, or, Rick
Blanche could have been
sponsoring the booth.
After a few questions, I
discovered that the booth was of
Blanche, by Blanche, and for
Blanche.
On the surface, there's nothing
wrong, (even something com
mendable), with a candidate
encouraging people to vote
(especially if the candidate
anticipates those votes being cast
in his favor.).
However, on a slightly deeper
level, when you stop to think
about it, isn't it a little deceptive
to pass out biased information
from an un-biased appearing
source? I think it is, and that
brings me to the third ring of the
circus.
There was a complaint to the
elections board about the two
handouts that were pro-Griswold.
One was headed "Make your
Mark for Griswold," and the
other "Vote for Suppression."
(The second was more antiBlanche than pro-Griswold.)
The rules of the election board
state that all candidates must
have their publicity material
approved by a member of either
the election board or the publicity
board, before being used, and
these two handouts hadn't been
approved.
Well, the elections board
decided to delay counting the
votes until the board had a
chance to meet and decide about
the complaint.
At the meeting, it was
discovered that Griswold wasn't
responsible for the material, that
two students had initiated the

*
handouts on their own and
distributed them, on their own.
The elections board voted to
dismiss the complaint and count
the election ballots. I then had a
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NATO chatted informally with
delegations from the Warsaw
Pact. Dutch officials made the
first contacts with Russian
representatives.
c
Mexico City - An earthquake
rocked Central Mexico last
Tuesday, killing 10 and leaving
150 injured. The quake was felt
from the Pacific seaport of
Mansanillo of Veracruz, but the
most damage was on the Pacific
side. Registering 7.5 on the
Richter scale , it was stronger
than the quake which destroyed
Managua, Nicaragua.on Dec. 23.
This time the center was not in
the city but 300 miles northwest of
Mexico
City.
Still,
say
spokesmen, workers in downtown
Mexico City and Guadalajara
scurried for cover. The worst hit
towns were the mountain villages
of
Jalisco,
Colima,
and
Michoacan.
Washington - Unemployment
edged down to 5 per cent of the
nation's work force in January,

Well, Blanche won the election,
340 to 160, and took his hard
earned (?) place among OCE's
illustrious inept. I find it hard to
understand why all the noise
about being President of ASOCE.
I can't even figure out why I
bothered to make the complaint I
did.
The job of President is a
nothingness floating in a sea of
apathy, so why bother?

Rick Blanche
chance to bring up my complaint
about the "Election Headquar
ters" booth.
I had a typed statement that
the head of the elections board
read to those present. It detailed
the circumstances surrounding
the booth and how I felt that
Blanche had unfairly prejudiced
the results of the election by
promoting his cause from a booth
that appeared to be unbiased.

Just maybe there's room for a
little fair play -- somebody's got
to holler a little, or the Blanche's
of the world will assume we've all
given up without a fight. Even if
we have, I'm all for faking it a
little while longer.

OSPIRG funding
upheld by court
The legality of student
government financial support of
OSPIRG (Oregon Student Public
Interest Research Group) has
been upheld by the courts.
OSPIRG state chairman Robin
Grove announced that a decision
was signed by Circuit Court
Judge James R. Ellis on
February 1, 1973.
The suit, filed in April, 1972, by
a Portland State University
student challenged the right of
the Oregon State Board of Higher
Education to allow the Oregon
Student Public Interest Research
Group to be funded by student
governments. The Board had
decided that student govern
ments at State System Schools

lamron 2 news synopsis
International - National
Belfast - Two Belfast Roman
Catholic teenagers were found
shot to death in execution-style
killings last Wednesday. The
death toll in Northern Ireland is
now up to 696. Rioting erupted in
two towns near the northern
border. Army representatives
said mobs wrecked businesses,
burned vehicles, and went on a
looting rampage in a new round
of activity.
Lima - The military govern
ment in Lima, Peru said it will
impose more drastic penalties in
order to curb an "alarming in
crease" in the crime rate. Now
the death penalty will cover all
cases of robbery involving
violence that endangers life or is
particularly "cruel."
Vienna, Austria - Negotiators
from East and West made their
first contacts on mutual and
balanced force
reductions
(MBFR) last Wednesday in
Vienna's Hofburg, the former
imperial palace. Members of

Half way through the reading,
Mr. Blanche obviously unable to
contain himself any longer, made
his presence known with the
laughter that such a misguided
complaint evidently deserved.
I didn't really think it was that
funny , but I was glad he did -- for
a while. I had hoped that the
group would take it seriously, but
Blanche had played the lead that
set the mood for the con
sideration of the complaint.
To make a long story short, this
complaint (against Blanche)
didn't even rate a vote by the
board, just a short discussion and
then off to count the votes and
crown the winner.

could contribute to OSPIRG, if
they so decided.
The court limited review to the
evidence considered by the
Oregon State Board of Higher
Education and found no basis for
the claims of those who opposed
OSPIRG's funding. The lawsuit
was based in part on the
allegations that OSPIRG was
"political" and that it coerced
membership by students.
"These accusations evidently
were found to be either irrelevant
or without merit," State
Chairman Grove stated. Grove, a
senior at Oregon State Univer
sity, added: "We think it is time
this matter was resolved. We are
glad OSPIRG has shown for a full
year that it can work and work
well as an educational sup
plement. Now we can con
centrate entirely on working with
students on environmental and
consumer projects."
projects."
Student
governments
at
campuses, public and private,
fund OSPIRG as part of their
student activities. OSPIRG
received approximately $135,000
last year from schools in the
State of Oregon. The money was
used to hire professional staff,
people to work with students on
environmental and consumer
projects that they choose, and to
fund those prujects. The staff
works for a student-elected
Board of Directors. OSPIRG is
now active on 15 campuses.

the lowest in 2V2 years. The while descending from the top of
actual number of unemployed the 22,834-foot peak, the tallest in
rose 560,000 to 4.6 million, but the Latin America.
Bureau of Labor statistics
Salem - A bill which would
figured it as a decline of 121,000 raise the Oregon minimum wage
on a seasonally adjusted scale to $1.60 an hour and place
because it normally rises more in agriculture workers under it was
January.
introduced at a public hearing on
Friday. Much of the opposition to
Washington - Sen. Mark the bill was from berry workers
Hatfield introduced legislation to who said the bill may eliminate
protect 750,720 acres along the the piece-work wage and may
Snake River. Included are the apply to kids under 18.
Hells Canyon area between
Oregon and Idaho. The proposal
"OLDEST JEWELERS IN SALEM, UNDER SAME OWNERSHIP"
is a companion to the Parkland
GUARANTEED FINE WATCH REPAIRING
measure introduced by A1
JEWELRY MFG. - DIAMOND SETTING
Ullman and Edith Green in the U.
S. House of Representatives.
STATE and LOCAL
Portland - Two members of an
eight member climbing team
sponsored by the Mazamas have
been reported missing after an
apparent fall on Mt. Aconcagua,
Argentina. The Portland-based
Mazamas reported that the two
missing were said to have fallen
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OCE poets
44

ride

circuit"
Four teacher / poets from
Oregon College of Education will
take to the road this month,
reading their poetry and that of
their colleagues to students and
faculty at two Oregon community
colleges.
The four - Dr. John Bellamy,
Mr. Tom Ferte, Dr. Montana
Rickards and Mr. Donald Weiss -are all practicing poets and teach
literature and writing in the
Humanities Department at OCE.
They refer to themselves as the
"circuit riding poets."
Actually these four are but part
of a much larger group of
teacher poets within OCE's
Humanities Department who
have within the past several
years produced three spearate
poetry anthologies -- "Anthology
of Poetry" (1970); "Singing Birds
Poetry" (1971); and "OCE
Calapooya Collage of Poetry"
(1972).
The title of the third anthology
derives from the Calapooya
Indians who once inhabited
Oregon's Willamette Valley,
while that of the second comes
from a remark by William
Stafford, well-known Northwest
poet and former poetry con
sultant to the Library of
Congress, who in 1971 referred to
OCE's Humanities poets as "a
nest of singing birds."
As word of OCE's poetry activites has spread throughout the

OCE's circuit riding poets (from left to right) Tom Ferte, Montana Rickards, Don Weiss and Jack Bellamy.

state, requests for readings and
discussions have begun to appear
from schools and colleges.'
Hence, the circuit riding concept,
which, notes Dr. Rickards,
"really isn't all that far-fetched;
we do, for instance, travel in a
Pinto."
This month the riders will be at
Mt. Hood Community College,
Gresham, on Feb. 16 and at
Umpqua Community College,
Roseburg, on Feb. 22. At both
locations the format .will be
relatively similar, with readings
and discussions in English
classes, informal meetings with
faculty and a noontime poetry
colloquium.
Schools and colleges interested
in becoming future stops on the
circuit are invited to contact the
Humanities Department at OCE
(838-1220; Ext. 408).

HS speech tourney
opens Friday
The
OCE
High
School
Invitational Speech Tournament,
scheduled
for
originally
December but postponed because
of heavy snowfall, will be held on
campus this Friday and Satur
day, Feb. 9-10. Approximately 500
students from some 40 high
schools throughout Oregon are
expected to compete in the
tournament, according to Mr.
Marion
Rossi,
Assistant
Professor of Humanities and
tournament director.
Events, in both junior and
senior divisions, will include
Debate; Expository Speaking;
Interpretive Speaking; Oratory;
and Extemporaneous Speaking.
Awards will be given in various
events and divisions, with the
Brent Jones Memorial Sweep
stakes award going to the school
amassing the most points overall.
Headquarters for the tour
nament will be the College
Center, with the various events
being held at differnet locations
throughout the campus.
Members of the OCE Forensics
team, besides preparing them
selves for hosting the OCE high
school tourney, have been busy
themselves in recent week-s
competing in two tournaments.
On Jan. 26-27 a partial squad
traveled to a junior division
tournament
sponsored
by
Tacoma Community College.
Competing against 17 other
colleges, the OCE group came
away with the 3rd place
sweepstakes award. Individual
honors went to the following:
Curt Martin-lst place, men's im
promptu speaking; Andi Kleve -1st place, women's impromptu
speaking; Carol Kellogg - 2nd
place, women's impromptu/
intertretive speaking; Lynn
Black - 4th place, women's
impromptu speaking; and Andi
Kleve again -- 4th place, women's
interpretive speaking.
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A combined junior-senior
squad was at hand Feb. 2-3 to
compete against 18 other colleges
in the Central Washington State
College Invitational Tournamentut Ellensburg, Wash.
Again, the OCE contingent
captured
the
3rd
place
sweepstakes award, with in
dividual honors going to the
following:
Curt Martin -- 1st place, junior
oratory and 3rd place, junior
impromptu speaking; Andi Kleve
-- 2nd place, junior impromptu
speaking; Curt Martin and Andi
Kleve -- 3rd place, junior debate;
Diane Corbin -- 3rd place, junior
oratory; Greg Gilmer - 4th
place, junior oratory; and
Colleen Gaskill, 4th place, senior
oratory.

Livingston promises lockers
*99
to curb "rip-off
mediately, and as soon as man on Saturdays and Sundays.
BY CYNDEE WOLFE
It sounds pretty promising. So
power is available to install the
Upon entering the old gym necessary lockers, it would be we'll hope it happens soon-women's locker room, one is taken care of. Livingston also maybe not in time to rescue your
confronted by a sign warning: stated that the P. E. dept was winter coats, ladies, but at least •
Lock up all valuables because of trying to solve the administrative maybe your spring term biology
stealing. This sign is a little problems involved in getting the notes will be safe!
disturbing in itself, but when one old gym open for a period of time
attempts to "lock up all
valuables", it is soon discovered
that about all the little locking
baskets provided will hold is a
purse, and if you're lucky, you
can cram in a towel and your
underwear, (to me, that's
valuable!) Forget about those
$30.00 boots and that $60.00 coat
with his fly open? Were we such a
you saved up for all Fall term,
Gather around the College queer-looking lot he couldn't help
and all your books and valuable
Center fireplace (alias the laughing? Maybe that's why I
notes at least to you they're
Oregon Room) tonight at 8 didn't understand all he said.
Some members of lamron 2
o'clock to hear the third ontology Pre-occupation.
were concerned about this lecture sponsored by the twoOne thing he said did make
problem and decided to in member Monmouth Ontological sense: we tend to be satisfied
vestigate. I went to see Dr. Society, Terry and Paula Porter. with looking through the keyhole,
Livingston, Chairman of the P. E.
In keeping with the ontologist's without ever actually going
to
air
our
Department,
philosophy,
the
child-like through the door into the room.
complaint.
Much
to
my
(spontaneous, uncensored, but The room Dunn refers to is an
amazement, Dr. Livingston said
not childish) feelings of the individual's experience of his
he was pleased I had brought this
moment will preside. Thus, there true being, knowing "I am." But
to his attention. I suggested that
will be a speaker, a member of if we can manage to pass through
larger lockers be provided for the
the larger Portland branch of the the door instead of just sitting
time students are in P. E. class.
society (but no one knows just outside worshipping it, we ex
(During other times the small
who); and he (or she) will perience heaven, not a time or a
baskets would be more than
continue the ontology series (in place,
but
a
state of
adequate for storing P. E.
some way) with "The Open consciousness right here on Ma
clothes). This is the type of
Door" as the theme (or, as the Earth. And that's the essence of
arrangement being used in the
Porters say, "whatever").
ontology - of life, for that matter.
new gym, as well as the men's
Anyway, these ontology folks
"The Open Door" theme is a
locker room in the old gym.
continuation of Rick Dunn's are interesting and offer a new
(and sure-fire) way if you're
Dr. Livingston said that he was lecture last week, a good deal of
which
I
failed
to
comprehend.
looking.
Their philosophy may
not aware of this problem, and
that he would would "make every That's not to say I didn't enjoy it; get a little deep, but they have
effort to get this done". He said it on the contrary, Dunn's easy one redeeming quality that more
maintenance of his persistent than makes up for any
was a "reasonable request" and
he was "sorry it was not done smile kept me guessing: Is the undecipherable complexities:
before". He indicated that he dude really that together? Had he The people are nice. And the
exwould get on the problem im- just heard a dirty joke? Was Monmouth chapter is no
someone sitting in the front row cention.

Ontologists
meet tonight
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Marx discusses position
By MALCOLM KOCH

For the student, engrossed in
the academic life and the thin
social offerings about OCE's
campus, it is often too easy to
forget that they helped elect
people into political office in
Oregon. We may dismiss them off
to Salem without seeking to
discover what "those politicians"
are doing for us, only to lightly
survey their record next
November 7th and cast one of
those "barely informed" ballots.
This is, of course, unfair to do
in any case - especially unfair for
any man who worked as hard as
Bob Marx did to secure the right
to represent Polk and Benton
counties in the Oregon House of
Representatives
Marx, District 34 Represen
tative, is doing a great deal more
in the legislature than any visitor
might observe on a casual visit to
his office in the west end of the
capital basement. In fact, he is
still working as hard and the
smiling face or politician's
handshake is the role he likes
least to develop.
Marx, a sincere and cheerful
man, is one of the youngest
members elected to the Oregon
Legislature during a session that
might prove crucial to the people
of Oregon. Earlier in his session

there was much speculation on
In contrast to the last
the capability of the Democrats legislative session, little time was
in assumming their role as the spent in organizing the offices
party in leadership. Bob Marx and staff. The chairmen were
doesn't seem too terribly worried elected in a few days in contrast
about that problem as a
to the two week deadlock which
Democrat. Along with others occurred in the last session.
Marx is now in the middle of a
"Our staffs are much smaller
busy session in Salem.
with more highly qualified people
The House Revenue Com in the Committee staffs. The
mittee, of which Marx is a Democrats are using a soft
member, is the one which is approach, but are more toughexamining the McCall tax minded on certain items and,
proposal. It seems that it is his certainly, less partisan," says
busiest committee taking a role Marx. "Of course, part of the role
secondary to that in the House of any minority is to attack the
Judiciary Committee. "We have majority party. Myself. . .1 think
over 200 bills that I must it wastes time," he says.
familiarize myself with in the
"Did you hear about it," asks
revenue committee alone. So far,
Bob? (I nod agreement.) It
the only bill we have been con seems that Republicans accused
cerned with is Governor Mc- the Democrats of 'political exCall's. It occupies every spare torsion' -- to use one legislator's
minute of my time," says Marx.
phrase. The Democrats had to
eliminate a campaign debt (their
His day is a busy one usually financial status not regarded to
consisting of serving on com
highly) and had invited several
mittees, introducing legislation
lobbyists to a fund-raising dinner.
satisfying his constituency! What better way to insure an
meeting
with
reporters, income?
The
Republicans
answering letters and just plain charged misuse of state funds,
keeping abreast of the mass of which is ironic, because the
work associated with being invitations were sent on statelegislator. He has been forced to owned stationery.
Bob Marx, State Representative from District 34 (Folk and
move from Philomath to Salem in
Benton counties and OCE!).
While it is somewhat unusual
order to save driving time - time for the majority party to be
he feels, which should be spent in gaining funds during the session,
the office.
Marx indicated the stationery level of $900 per student for the Emergency Board Budget," said
Marx.
"had all of the old headings from cost of education for one year.
Now that the session is
the last session and was pur The plan claims that this is to
chased by the Democrats. We meet the criteria of the Serrano proceeding well and the Equal
Rights Amendment nearly com
wanted to use it up. . .but it was a decision which ruled that proper
ty taxes or land value within one
good show, anyway," said Marx area can provide more economic pleted, Marx seems to be ad
and reminded me again to opportunity or a better edu justing well to the demands of the
emphasize that it wasn't par cation. McCall's proposal hopes job (a problem which often
ticularly useful to have rivalry to meet the "equal opportunity" confronts freshman legislators).
and that this was "less than by providing incomes from In addition to legislation already
introduced, he has two bills in the
normal" party competition.
throughout the entire state - the
The House Revenue Committee revenue is raised and distributed hopper. One will give some type
of credit to that spent on child
is Bob's greatest concern on a statewide basis.
care
services. Another will
because it is here that McCall's
"The legislature will have the provide a tax credit on a per
tax proposal receives its first
opportunity to adjust the centage of the amount actually
hearing. Since the committee is
distribution formulas (based on spent on home improvement up
nearly done with its work and will
last year's budgets from each to the first $500. The legislators
soon send the bill to the floor and
district) to come into line more will determine the percentages.
later to the Senate, I asked him to
closely with Serrano. In addition
All things considered -- Bob
comment.
since the proposal is statutory we Marx is a valuable person to have
He discovered that large
can change it at any time as well
in voicing the concerns of Polk
corporations would pay less taxes
as give areas in a financial bind and Benton counties.
under the McCall program. A
more
money
from
the
company like Weyerhauser
might avoid paying a million
dollars. The tax bite was shifted
to meet the present load, giving
small businessmen and small
corporations relief.
"The McCall package has the
advantage that the renter
receives some cost relief which
might not have occurred in
Friday night there will be a dance in the Old Gym from 9-12 p.m.
leaving it to the apartment
owners to lower rents. Renters featuring "Green Leaf." Sponsored by the IK's ticket information will
have (as the bill stands now) be available at the College Center Office.
either a rebate or tax credit of 10
+ +'+
per cent on a year's rent."
"Also, someone who is in a
Beginning this Friday, tickets for the New Shakespeare Company
commercial enterprise, but
will be on sale in the College Center Office. Adults $1.50, students $1.00
rents, doesn't receive the same and children 12 and under 50 cents.
relief as apartment renters. Now
corporations excise taxes will be
+++
increased to about 12 per cent on
incomes above $10,000. The
Tickets for the Ralph David Abernathy assembly are on sale in the
distinction between financial and College Center Office. Students $1.00, Adults $1.50. Rev. Abernathy
non-financial institutions will be will be speaking in the New Gymnasium February 15. He is a subject
eliminated, and the first $15,000 of controversy as well as a close friend of the late Dr. Martin King.
of profits will be exempted. Then Don't miss him!
taxed at 1 per cent up to $75,000
+++
and above $75,000 the rate is at 2
per cent. Both should provide
Ontology lecture at 8 p.m. tonight in the Oregon Room of the College
equity."
McCall's program has, set a Center.

down the
street

+++

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches
and Resorts throughout the na
tion. Over 35,000 students aided
last year. For Free information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED enve
lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901,
.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY

February 8, 1973

Pies-Pies-Pies, Attention all you guys-guys-guys. Gals bring a pie
and guys bring the money to bid and buy. While enjoying your
fashionable pies, the Life Singers will bring new life to your eyes.
Times - 7:30, Feb. 14. Place - New Student Center Cafeteria. Don't
forget to bring your sharing heart for it's Valentines Day. Bye!

+++
Due to a change in the recording schedule "Coldblood" will not be
appearing as stated in the last issue of the lamron 2. The group failed
to set a final date for the performance, and when last contacted didn't
know when they could appear. However, the IK dance for this Friday
is still scheduled with "Greenleaf" from Portland.
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Entertainment guide

by RON CRAIG

"Dirty Little Billy" is an ex
tremely difficult film to write
about.
It is obviously a very lowbudget movie - most of the
scenery consisted of mud and
flatlands, the few buildings look, ed as if they were made of card
board, the costumes were
straight from Goodwill, and the
make-up was very plain - the
actors simply didn't wash or
comb their hair foV a month.
"Dirty Little Billy" is billed as
a "different" Western, the story
of the "real" Billy the Kid who
was not really an outlaw, but a
punk - we all have to start some
where.
Billy comes West with his
mother and stepfather. The
stepfather beats him, he leaves
home and takes up with the town
drunk, Goldie. Goldie and his

Photogenic
composers
by DAN TOMPKINS

The next time you find yourself
on the second floor of Campbell
Hall, take a longer look at those
photos. They're student work,
from the course Light Image I (A
240).
The Light Image class is over a
year old, with no pre-requisites.
It deals in the visual elements
and principles of design, thereby
playing down the importance of
technical aspects. (These are
covered
in
the
course
"Photography," offered by the
Science Department, Ph 161).
Students in Light Image use the
camera as they would a paint
brush. They don't shoot pictures,
they shoot compositions. Specific
problems include motion, depth
of field and portraits. The most
popular category seems to be
portraits, because after shooting
a few models in class, the student
is free to use his friends as
models.
Weekly "field trips" are such
things as walks to the gym,
downtown Monmouth and an
occasional ride to Salem. During
one term, each students takes 720
photos and enlarges 100. Light
Image II (A 241) will be offered
for the first time next term. It
will be taught by Peter Stone. The
Light Image I class has been
taught by Leo Kirk.

A dirty dirty film
about Billy The Kid
girlfriend Berle are the sole
patrons of the only saloon in
town. She makes her living as a
whore and he makes his living off
her.
After spending weeks holed up
in the bar - every boring detail of
which the viewer is subjected to,
the couple is run out of town. The
one and only sheriff ambushes
them, and Berle is killed. Billy
catches up with Goldie and the
film ends as Billy kills four men
for their boots and coats. The two
go on their merry, bloody way.
The quality of the film is very
poor - going from dark inside
scenes to bright sunlight in
seconds. It's guaranteed to give
you a fantastic headache.
At least Michael J. Pollard is
good in the leading role - he looks
so natural caked in dirt.
All I wanted to do when I got
out of the theatre was to go home
and take a bath.

Rumpelstiltskin — for
kids of all ages
Children's Theatre is exciting
theatre and an event for children
of all ages. At Oregon College of
Education, Children's Theatre
has been an annual tradition for
the last three years.

A photograph descriptive of Light Image I. It was taken and
double-exposed by Karen Cox, a freshman from Milwaukee.

This
year's
play
is
Rumpelstiltskin, that impish
little practical joker who teaches
Grenalda, the poor common girl,
to spin gold from straw in ex
change for her first-born - unless
she can tell the imp his name.

Adapted from the famous fairy
tale, the cast, directed by Mrs.
Judith Conkey, includes: Dennis
Engblom as Rumpelstiltskin,
Steve Lady as the King, Steve
Hurst as the Prince, Rick Bainter
as the Coutier, and Ann Serell as
Grenelda.
Also in the cast are Judy
Houde, Jack Wood, Midge
Brockhaus, Jan Matthews, Jill
Conkey, and Jill Robinson.
Assisting Mrs. Conkey is Carol
Kellog.

Figure prints and pictures in your mind
This exhibition offers prints in
a wide variety of media:
drypoint, etching, aquatint,
woodcut, collograph, embossing,
engraving
(gauflage)
and
by
lithograph. It also makes the
DAN
viewer experience a large crossTOMPKINS
section of over 40 years of
Entertainment printmaking by one man. The
Editor
theme Stevenson uses to unify
this exhibition is the female
human figure.
Entertainment this week was
good. Barring possible future
encounters with hostile critics, I
might venture to say that things
are picking up. Seven Music
Department concerts in the next
four weeks, three plays (The
Gazebo, Rumpelstiltskin and A
Midsummer Night's Dream),
Humanities Night, a guest
speaker and a high school art
exhibit.
An occassional trip to Salem is
almost always worth the time.
The three galleries mentioned in
my column three weeks ago
usually change their exhibits,
monthly. The current Bush Barn
show is work by Portland artist
Evelyn Sheehan. Willamette's
Fine Arts Gallery now holds
paintings by Nelson Sandgren.
The exhibit I took in last Friday
was a group of prints in
Willamette's University Center
Gallery representing the work of
Branson Stevenson.
Stevenson has been a faculty
member at the college of Great
Falls, Montana since 1964 and has
traveled throughout the world.
He has exhibited in the National
Academy of New York and the
Library
of
Congress
in
Washington, D. C. ; as well as the
Henry Gallery, the Denver Art
Museum and throughout the
West.

The process(es) of printmaking offers so many with the
varied methods. After going
through Stevenson's show, my
yearning for exploring more of
these methods has greatly in
creased.
Getting back to campus, the
show that everybody saw (full
houses) heard - experienced
Monday was The Electric Light
Show. If you really got into the
show, you could truthfully call it
a "total experience of the mind."
The
program
gave
you

background for the seven
compositions and Dr. David
Wallace prepared you for each
"happening." Wallace was
assisted by a number of people,
including Dr. Marion Schrock,
director of the concert.
The most powerful piece was
the first one, Elias Tanenbaum's
Landscape with Chants. Total
darkness. Zap! Sounds surround
you, painting a landscape in your
mind, constantly evolving, very
active. Once the lights return,
you wish that you could keep your
newly explored territory for a
later visit, but it is gone.
Mary Beth Nelson's The
Bubble Machine was a children's
story in sound, narrated by Alice
Olsen. With Wallace at the
synthesizer, the soundtrack of
David Ward-Steinman's Nova
turned out to be a duet. Philip
Winsor and Tom Palozzola's
piece, The Bride Unveiled, shows
the people of Chicago un
wrapping Picasso's sculpture
and their expectations.

Well! With yet another hectic
week completed in this reporter's
life, I wonder if he would be
reprimanded by his most
venomous critics for even
suggesting the possibility of
entertainment present in a recent
presidential election.
All kidding aside, if you like to
v.
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Sheet music - Records - Pianos
Organs - Combo Organs - Drums

432 State St.

Salem, Ore.
S & H Green Stamps

364-6757

MONMOUTH
8380632

& up

Wills Music Store
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___

Everything in Music
Polk Classic Guitars

review, criticize or just write
about what you see, hear, feel,
etc.; sign up for J215 in preregistration, get one hour of
credit, money and be on our
Entertainment Staff. Address all
questions, thoughts and unin
tentional slams to Ent. Ed.,

j175 Commercial St N.E. Salem 0re.|

•

364 - 0792

|
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The Duke returns ...

Mahavishnu's Birds
of Fire: a hot disc
by the DUKE

On the corner of rock and jazz,
alongside Miles Davis' great new
record, stands another blast
furnace from the Mahavishnu
Orchestra. John McLaughlin,
guitarist extraordinaire, is the
spiritual and musical leader of
this aggregation and just one of a
heaping handful of Miles'
proteges stationed at the fron
tiers of contemporary musical
expression (How's that for
review rhetoric?). McLaughlin
himself has already been labeled
the ''most influential guitarist of
the '70's," and includes among
his students, super squint, Carlos
Santana. That Carlos has never
played better is entirely due to
this stylistic change but also
totally beside the point because
this here Birds of Fire is one
fantastic record.
There isn't a band on the rock
side of the corner that plays with
as much communication as the
Ork. When they're into their call
and response solos, as they often
are, the listener is constantly
amazed at how easily the musical
ideas travel from player to
player. They are a rarity. Five
musicians able to grow moment
by moment yet maintain a
tightness of spirit. This is team
basketball, folks.
One of the shorter pieces,
"Celestial Terrestrial Com
muters", (don't worry, you'll get
used to the titles in time) is
typical of their approach.
Amelodic in structure, it opens
with the main lead instruments,
violin (Jerry Goodman) and
guitar, riffing together, a
McLaughlin signature. Jan
Hammer on keyboards does his
harmonic thing underneath. Once
the musical turf has been
established they all drop back
and a Moog, new instrument for
the Ork, solos. When it fades out
things go nuts. McLaughlin solos,
then ^Goodman, then back to
McLaughlin, then you should see
my notes. Eight solos they each
get,, every one building off its
predecessor. Ideas shoot betweeen the two like lightning bolts
between clouds. Suddenly they're
back to the opening phrases with
the Moog laying down lines on the
breaks. Then they modulate up
twice and its over. All in 2:55.

Believe me, you've traveled. But
then that is what the title says,
isn't it.
One of the few tunes in the
McLaughlin songbook that does
have a true melody is on side two,
"Open Country Road". Guitar
and piano establish it, but down
enough to let Goodman come in
and lay it out completely. After a
silence and a multi-note ex
plosion, guitar and violin trade
lines again, the home riff serving
as punctuation between the solos.
Of the others, "One Word" is
the longest and most initially ear
catching. The body of the song is
taken up with a bass solo by Rick
Laird and a drum solo by Billy
Cobham (who recently got my
vote in the Creem RnR poll as
best on his instrument. So did
McLaughlin in fact). Laird seems
to have roots in rock more solidly
than any other of the band. His
solo is conventionally melodic to
a point almost out of place here.
Cobham, true to the band's
conception, sets up a subtle call
and response between his bass
and snare. And so easily too. His
playing is fluid beyond belief,
never a strain, one poly rhythm
flows from his sticks after
another. No one, Keith Moon, Bill
Kreutzman, no one comes even
close to him in mv book.
"Sanctuary" comes between
"Word" and "Country Road" and
is all a musical sanctuary should
be, open, contemplative, lyrical.
Guitar and violin play as one
instrument. "Sapphire Bullets of
Pure Love", the greatest song
title ever is a totally unique
experience, all 21 seconds of it.
The musical equivalent of a
boiling cauldron of metal.
And how can you not talk about
"Miles Beyond", a Miles Davis
composition which features an
extended pizzicato violin solo. Or
"Thousand Island Park", the
most haunting song here. The
near-melody is very baroque-ish,
giving the piece a modern
chamber music feel. McLaughlin
plays an acoustic solo that is
faster then humanly possible. I
could go on, there are three songs
I haven't even mentioned yet, but
I'll leave those for your
discovery. Suffice to say, this is a
great, great album. It'll open new
doors for you, I guarantee.

c°n^tLAghVmf«fe.r students 0,1 a fie,d triP to downtown Monmouth. This group includes Jan
James Kirk)" °' *' J°hn Z"amieroWskiJohnson and Susan Ktk (Pho!o b" Leo

A night of dramatic mystery
It's opening night and ex
citement is running beserk both
backstage and in the audience.
The house lights flicker slightly
and bow; rustles shyly sound in
the darkness. The curtain -- the
curtain pulls slowly apart and the
crowd settles. But only for a
moment. How could they know?
Who would have thought?
THE GAZEBO is a murder
mystery about a man who writes
murder mysteries by a man who
writes murder mysteries.
Alex Coppel made his fame as a

murder mystery writer for
television in the '50's. Perhaps he
embodies himself in the main
character of the Gazebo, Elliot
Nash (Nash's wife, Nell, is a
stage actress. Hmmm.J.
In the course of the play, one
encounters a "motley crew" of
characters, from Matilda the
housekeeper and Thrope the
builder to Mrs. Chandler the real
estate lady, Jenkins the cop and
the Dook and Louie, the crooks.
Throw in Harlow Edison the
neighborhood D.A., a nervous

Nash and a compassionate and
understanding wife, stir gently,
turn off the lights and watch the
"fun".
Also — well, let's not tell the
ending we hate to spoil the im
pact.
The Gazebo will run Feb. 14-17
at the OCE Little Theatre. The
curtain opens at precisely 8:15
p.m. Tickets cost $1.00 for
children, $1.25 for students, and
$1.75 for adults, and may be
purchased at Stevens and Son,
the OCE College Center, and at
the door.

New APO Apprentice program
Alpha Psi Omega, the honorary
drama fraternity on campus, is
now offering students a newly
initiated Apprenticeship
program.
Robert Wiard, points chairman
of the Kappa Mu Cast (local
branch) of Alpha Psi Omega,
states, "This program has never
been fully initiated on this
campus. This year we hope to
establish a precedent - and a
successful one at that."
The Apprentice program is
open to any student on the OCE

campus; and all one need do is
contact any member of the
Kappa Mu Cast or Mr. Richard
Davis, faculty advisor.
The purpose of this program,
according to Wiard, is to offer
interested students a chance to be
involved in the workings of
drama on campus through Alpha
Psi Omega - with no obligation
on the students' parts. Students
may become involved first hand
in
the
productions
or
preparations of Rumpelstiltskin
(this year's children play ~ a
traveling show), Act II, major

productions and Studio Theatre.
The program will also provide
the Kappa Mu Cast with student
feedback, new blood, and new
ideas.
If you think you might be in
terested in drama and affiliating
yourself with Alpha Psi Omega,
contact Jim Gilsdorf, Ann
Marshall, Michelle Berns, Robert
Wiard, Mr. Davis, or any other
member of the Kappa Mu Cast.
Remember, there is no
obligation -- only that drama
might interest you.

Free slide talk: Fabrics of Bali and Java
by DAN TOMPKINS
An informal slide talk on
"Fabrics of Bali and Java" will
be given Tuesday, February 13,
from 7:45 to 9:30 p.m. in the
Willamette Room of the College
Center. The talk will be presented

by Jane Gehring, Associate
Professor of Art at the University
of Oregon.
Ms. Gehring, who teaches
Art Education and Textiles
Design, was a visiting professor
in New Zealand from 1967-69 and

spent three months in Indonesia
and Japan on her way back to the
United States.
During
that
time
she
photographed
fabrics
and
craftsmen, prepared a collection
of Japanese batiks and wrote, the
script for the American Craft

Above are four examples of South Pacific fabric: mega-mendung, parang tjuriga,
kotak2 and nitik sewu. See many more and find out how they're made; Tuesday,

February 8, 1973

smen's Council's traveling slide
library.
She has. traveling shows with
the Western Association of Art
Museums and Oregon Statewide
Services. Since the trip to New
Zealand, Indonesia and Japan,

she has traveled to Europe and
Africa, in 1971-72.
There is no admission for the
Tuesday evening talk and the
public is invited. It will be
sponsored by the Art Department
of OCE, AAUW Cap Guides and
the community Arts Association.

February 13, in the Willamette Room of the College Center. The time of the free talk is
7:45 to 9:30 p.m.
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Calendar of events

Everything you always wanted
to know about May Apple Review
Advance orders are now being
taken for this year's literary
magazine, the May Apple
Review Red Balloon.
How much will this "advance
order" cost?
The cost for advance orders
will be as follows (notice, please,
the incredible discount): $1.50 for
1 copy, $2.75 for 2 copies, $4 for 3
copies or $5 for 4 copies.
What does the cost include?
The cost includes a copy of the
May Apple Review Red Balloon
(a collector's item, by the way), a
"surprise" in every package
(four orders -- four surprises), a
"Satisfaction - Guaranteed - Or Your - Money - Back" promise
and postage.
Why "postage"?
Each order will be mailed
any- and everywhere in the U. S.
You won't have to worry about
finding us; a paid, uniformed
member of the Government (our
slaves) will find you. This means
that you can send a copy to your
liberal parents, off-campus outof-state friends, grandmas,
grandpas, your favorite God
father, or treat yourself to a pre
packaged but not altogether
uneducational, cultural, funfilled collection of good taste to
amaze your friends with.
Why are you offering advance
orders?
The advance order scheme -er, offer -- has three purposes:
(1) to insure that each person
who wants a copy will receive one
for sure, if the order is received
by May 1 (this is a definite ad
vantage to our readers -- for the
past
two
years,
on
our
distribution dates, our supply of
magazines was depleted in about
24 hours); (2) to help us

MAY APPLE REVIEW

determine how many copies to
print; and (3) to help cover our
costs as we go along (how much
can be purchased on credit and a
promise?).
Remember:
Everyone who reserves a copy
before May 1 will receive it
before or near the distribution
date -- guaranteed.
Who is this offer open to?
This advance order offer is
open to any- and everyone -students,
faculty,
alumni,
members of any community that
reads or hears about this offer,
everyone; the more the better
and all that.
Okay, okay -- but how do I go
about ordering copies?
To order a May Apple
Review Red Balloon, fill out the
coupon below: print your name
and campus address (in case we
need to get hold of you for some
reason); you'll notice also that
there is a space for the address
you want us to send the copies to - fill it out with your permanent
home address, campus address
(if you're going to be there
around May 1), the address of the
preson you want us to send t to,
etc. If you have any questions,
contact Robert Wiard (c o
Chuck Grell, Publications, OCE
or through SPO 60 or at 110 E.
Jackson, Monmouth).
Please make checks or money
orders (no cash, please -- it'll get
ripped off in the mail) payable to
Oregon College of Education and
sendable to Robert Wiard c o
Chuck Grell, Publications, OCE,
Monmouth, 97361.
By the way, are you still taking
contributions?
I'm glad you asked that
question. Yes, we are. We
desperately need essays (to 500

words)
and
drawings
or
watercolors. And now there are
three drop-off stations: SPO 60,
110 East Jackson or the new drop
off box in the College Center.
The May Apple Review ~ A
Different Kind Of Magazine.

ART

"Deliverance," at Salem's Lancaster Mall
Theatre.

Sunset sculptured by Harold Hoy. On
display at OCE's College Center, now
through March 5.

"Up the Sandbox," with Barbra Streisand,
at the Elsinore in Salem.

Baker's Landscapes. Show at Campbell
Hall Gallery 107, ends Friday, February 9.
The next Gallery 107 exhibit is one of high
school art, beginning February 16, with a
reception that evening.
Contemporary prints from Yugoslavia are
on display in the Memorial Union Concourse
at Oregon State University, in Corvallis.
Figure study by Branson Stevenson at
Willamette's University Center in Salem.
Now through February 28.
Paintings by Oregon artist Nelson Sand
gren are at Willamette's Fine Arts Gallery,
now through March 3.

Student

THEATRE

"The Gazebo," at OCE's Little Theatre.
February 14 through 17 at 8:15. Tickets
available at College Center Office.

money aids
SUMMER JOBS IN EUROPE

5 Week to 2 month work programs
For full details mail a large, stamped,
self addressed envelop to:
VACATION WORK (T) LTD.
266 LUDLOW AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45220

S C H O L A R S H I P A W A R D S : Upperclass
or Graduate Women
Leslie S. Parker Memorial Scholarship
Award Grand Chapter, Order of the
Eastern Star of Oregon
Full deatils available in the Cottage.

"Jacques Brel Is Alive and Well and
Living in Paris," at the Cat Cavern,
Willamette's University Center. February 9
and 10. Tickets ($2) are at the University
Center Ticket Office and Stevens and Son
Jewelers.
FILMS

"Henri Rousseau," from Pioneers in
Modern Painting series, Wednesday at Sa
lem Public Library (noon) and Autzen Sen
ate Chamber, Willamette University Center
(6:30 p.m.)
"The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeosie,"
at the 5th Ave. Cinema, SW 5th at Hall,
Portland.
"Dirty Little Billy," a film about Billy the
Kid, starring Michael J. Pollard at the
South Salem Drive in.

"Hammersmith is out" and "Bluebeard "
both with Richard Burton, at the Capitol in
Salem.
MUSIC

University of Oregon Brass Quintet;
Monday, February 12, 8 p.m., at OCE's
Music Hall Auditorium.
Jesse Colin Young will appear at
Paramount NW, in Portland, Friday,
February 16.
OTHER

Thursday, February 8, is the birthdate of
Jack Lemmon (1925) and the 67th Anni
versary of the Boy Scouts.
Friday, February 9, is the birthdateof Mia
Farrow (1946) and the deathdate of Gabby
Hayes (1969).
Saturday, February 10, is the birthdateof
Jimmy Durante (1893) and the first day of
the Willamette Valley Arabian Ho.rse Show
at the State Fair Stadium in Salem.
Sunday, February 11, is the 2633rd an
niversary of the founding of Japan and the
concluding day of the Willamette Valley
Arabian Horse Show at the State Fair
Stadium in Salem.
Monday, February 12, is the birthdateof
"Honest Abe."
Tuesday, February 13, is the date of an
informal slide talk by Jane Gehring on
"Fabrics of Bali & Java." It is free, from
7:45 to 9:30 p.m. in the Willamette Room of
OCE's College Center.
Wednesday, February 14, is the 114th
anniversary of Oregon's statehood.
Thursday, February 15, begins National
Kraut & Frankfurter Week. Take a weenie to
lunch!

RED BALLOON

Name
Campus Address

City.

Address Copies To Be Sent
City

State

Zip

No. of Copies to be sent (circle one):
1 at $1.50

2 at $2.75

3 at $4

4 at $5

Thank you.
(Please send this couple with your check or money order made
out to "Oregon College of Education") to: Robert Wiard c o
( buck Grell, Publications, Oregon College of Education,
Monmouth, Oregon, 97361.)

Finally - A Concert Kegger

The only thing
better than our sound
is our service.

JBL Primere Showing
February 17th

Starring the Original

KINGSMEN
Reviving their hits like
'Louie Louie'' and 'Money''

Saturday, Feb. 10th
Salem Armory Auditorium
Your favorite beverages
will be served
Must be 21

Tickets just >3.00 at the door
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Not in Portland - Not in Seattle - Not in Eugene
But at Shogren's in Salem

saisxsssssisgss sea
OPEN HOUSE Feb. 16th & 17th
Featuring:
+ Live Recording Artists Buz Martin and
Tide Cartwright will be appearing
+ KBZY and KGAY will be broadcasting Iive
both Friday and Saturday
+ Limited edition record albums to be
given away
+ Demonstration of Cartrivision.

Don't Forget the Marantz Clinic Feb. 19th
lamro"

Bible

AUTHOR'S NOTE: My pur
pose in writing this article was
not to offend, although I'm sure
some will be offended. To those I
would say this: take it as an
indication that maybe its time to
try to reach people on some
common ground rather than
assuming you're right and
they're wrong.
Some of my closest friends are
devoutly religious; and they are
my friends for two reasons: they
live what they believe, and they
don't try to convince everyone
that they have the only answer.

It's a pretty good plan, and your roommate can do the moaning occasionally you might run out of laundry money, but you'll find that
the books will impress your parents when they come by unexpectedly.
(Be sure to crack them open and dog-ear some pages. A coffee stain
might help.)
My biggest problem to date is trying to tactfully get rid of the guy
who would like to ''share a few words of the Lord" with me. In my
language, few means three to ten. Half of the New Testament falls into
the "many" category.
I've tried the honest approach, and it worked, but it took me close to
an hour because there are certain things you don't say -1) don't masquerade as a fellow "thumper," they'll only want to sit
down and trade quotes and talk tenchique.
2) don't tell them you don't believe in the bible without supplying a
substitute that you do believe in -- (like the book of the dead, the
necramanicer, the dead sea scrolls, dear Abby or the Sunday
supplement.).
3) don't say no, because then you'll just have to listen to all the
reasons why you should have said yes. And don't say you haven't
thought about it, because by the time they're done, you will have.
4) don't tell them (politely of course) that you have to leave, cause
they'll just want to know when they can get in touch with you (and
don't tell them when they can, hoping they won't show, because they
will; and if you don't show, they'll trace you down again because
they'll probably have gotten you to break the next "don't").
5) don't tell them your name, (unless you've moved since you
started sch°o1' but even then, the phone company gives out addresses

by DAVE WATKINS

t

h
u
m
P
e
get
my
goat!

Have you ever been approached (while sitting quietly and usually
alone) and asked if you can spare a few minutes to talk about Jesus? I
have-often. Maybe I look like I need to be saved; well, I don't.
I have formulated my own private "religious " beliefs; they're true
for me, and they have meaning to me. I don't try to force them on
anyone else, so why. . .?
Anyway, last week the campus was plastered with signs advertising
the "Creation or Evolution?" lecture sponsored by the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship. Remembering past experiences, I avoided it.
And it seems to have been the right thing to do. From all reports,
the speaker wasn't qualified to speak for evolution, so he didn't - just
against it. Evidently truth in advertising and equal time don't apply too)
6) dont try to freeze them out by not saying anything -- they're the
when you've got a captive (captured?) audience.
I have been lured down the "open discussion " path before. Last ordy P^ple I've seen who can hold an intelligent (?) conversation with
year, Dr. Pennock's Evolution class invited a "creationist" to present themselves,
There are also a few things to be prepared for:
the "other side." The man didn't have time to finish his presentation
and offered to return and talk informally with anyone who wanted to
come.
1) expect to sit (or stand) there for a long time.
I wasn't in the class, but I had some friends who were. They planned
2) expect to hear a lot of quotes (chapter and verse) that are a little
to go and wanted a little moral support. I had been involved in some vague and unclear until (of course) he explains them.
comparative religious studies and volunteered.
3) expect (in some cases) to be told about the end of the world in
They didn't show, and not only was I trapped, but I didn't know it. I your lifetime (which can be interesting if its done right - it rarely is).
wasn't the only one there and naturally assumed that the rest were
4) expect to see them again (and then if you don't, you'll be happy ;
from the class. How wrong I was; the man had brought his safety-in- but if you do, you'll be prepared).
6) expect to run head long into stubborn enthusiasm and absolute
numbers brigade.
Well, we talked. My specific questions versus their generalized non- conviction in his version (virgin?) of right.
7) expect to hear a lot about sharing the word of God, but don't ex
answers. And we finally got down to an issue (one of the many) -- "I
don't believe in the Bible -- can you show me that its the word of God? " pect to get your share in.
8) expect to think of all kinds of amazingly appropriate replies to
"Well, the bible says..."
And "In the bible they talk about the non-believers and the doubters support yourself and make him look foolish ~ but don't expect to think
of them until after he's gone.
and say..."
I've found that the only approach that's ever worked for me is to put
Well, if you write a contract, you cover all the possibilities, that's
only good law, not the word of God. If you want people to accept your them on the I-have-my-beliefs-and-don't-bother-them-other-peopledoctrine, whether you're divine or just 64 years old and speculating, with-them-so-what-the-hell-are-you-doing-bothering-me spot.
But the startling directness of their approach is perhaps the most
you cover all the issues, including how to act towards and deal with the
they have going for them. They come on strong and bold and usually at
non-believers.
This particular fellow was a literal creationist -- the word of God a time when you are or would rather be doing something else. There
needed no interpretation, it was there in black and white and was are some alternatives that could get you out of the whole thing. You
meant to be taken strictly as printed. I never did figure out if his truth could simply and matter-of-factly inform him that you are:
1) a budhist (any eastern religion will do, schintoism is a good one).
was the King James or the New American Standard Version.
2) a satanist (it might help to carry a copy of the Satanic Bible The worst part was the guy had a very good memory. This was
particularly bad for two reasons: 1) he quite easily picked out chapter available in paperback for $1.50).
and verse to quote from (he never did come up with anything original 3) Jewish
4) a kangaroo, followed immediately by a series of incoherent noises
- but then, when its all layed out for you, why bother?), and, 2) he
and several small hopping motions.
remembered my name.
5) God. This usually takes some explaining, but you can sum it up by
It seems that the registrar had, for once, managed to couple my
name with my address, and that information was available on request. graciously accepting him into the flock and passing the hat for church
funds.
(Where is the classified stamp when you need it?)
.
So for the next few months, the man periodically "happened to be"
The major problem is doing any of it with a straight lace, Poker
ignoring
in town and thought he'd "drop over for a little talk." Well, I fooled experience helps. There are a few things I haven't tried, like \%
him, I moved. That's one nice thing about the registrar, your first him completely (not even acknowledging his initial query), telling him
address is your last one -- as far as the computer is concerned, to drop dead, or rising up in wrath and fury screaming at him to get
students don't move, except between classes.
the hell out of your life (although he might agree to the last, and make
No sooner had I moved into my new apartment than I started to the wrong effort).
.
receive the "door-to-door" treatment. That wasn't too bad though I
If you're in a public place, you might loudly try the My wife is (or I
just came to the door in my underwear all the time, and had my wife am, as the case might be) carrying your baby and what do you planto
moan and sigh in anticipated ecstasy while I offered them 25c for do about it?'' approach. It s guaranteed to e in eres ing, n w o
knows, he might leave a contribution before he goes.
their newest book. They didn't stay long.

Senior women
honored
Six women from OCE have
been named Outstanding Senior
Women. They were chosen by
the faculty of their respective
departments. They will be
introduced to the members of
American
Association
of
University Women at their
Thursday, February 4 meeting.
Mrs. Phyllis Griffith, associate
Dean of students, will introduce
the following people: Mrs.
Dorothy Schatz, music; Barbara
Johnson, health and physical
education; Mrs. Betty Joe
Swanson, art; Carol Sue Dixon,
social science; Marilyn Brenden,
natural
science
and
mathematics; and Mrs. Patsy
Van Osdol, humanities.
Dr. Betty Dunlop will be the
guest speaker for the evening.
She is an official representative
of the national organization of the
AAUW, she is also a professor in
the education department at
Southern Oregon College. Dr.
Dunlop will speak on "A New
Look at AAUW." and in her talk
whe will introduce the proposed
study topics for the 1971-73
biennium.
February 8, 1973

With fill Your lleart
The FTD LoveBundle.
&

You have a special
someone somewhere^
whether it's your momN
or your sweetheart,
hoping you'll remember*
her with flowers on
Valentine's Day.
Send her the FTD®
LoveBundle. A
bright and beautiful
bouquet of fresh
I
flowers in a special^
container. All
$ designed with
^February 14th
in mind.

Usually available \
for less than

t|2SO*
Find out how easy it is to send the right flowers the FTD
way. Drop in for your FREE Selection Guide. Wherever
you see the famous FTD symbol. (Or write FTD, 900
West Lafayette, Detroit, Michigan, 48226.) Most FTD
Florists accept major credit cards.
•As an independent businessman, each FTD_M®mberA^'°r'fLf®nS
prices. © 1973 Florists' Transworld Delivery Association.

"

caruinn
serving

^ptciefrcudetice
Free Delivery
'Say it tvilh Flowers- Ours"

PERSONALIZED SERVICE

OWNER
FLOWERS
BY
WIRE

&

Permanent & Fresh
Flowers
Plants - Candles
Pottery
• & Other Gifts

838-0806
1 BLOCK OFF INDEPENDENCE HY

415 S. 11THINDP

h,s own
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"Northwest's finest" wow OCE gym fans

Two of Oregon College's excellent women gymnasts perform on the balance beam at the recent
OCE invitational. Pepper Mensing (right picture) attained the highest rating for this event while
Debby Gribskov finished sixth. Miss Mensing won the all-around title, edging her teammate
Sandy Jackson. (Photo bv Tim Johnson)
The gifted women gymnasts
from
Oregon
College
of
Education strengthened their
claim as the northwest's best by
defeating a trio of NCAA gym
aggregations at the OCE in7
vitational, January 31.
The Wolfettes outscored
Oregon State, Portland State, and
the University of Oregon in all
four events, ending the evening's
performance with 85.36 points. U
of O was a distant second (77.39)
while PSU (71.56) and OSU
(60.28)
suffered
sub-par
achievements.
"We'll need some luck, " was
the way Gary Goodson viewed
the upcoming meet on that
Wednesday afternoon. The
resolute Oregon College coach
needn't have worried.
Some 1200 appreciative gym

fans saw the hosts monopolize the
meet as OC boaste the top two
individual scores in every event.
And it was the incomparable duo
of Pepper Mensing and Sandy
Jackson that again led the
Monmouth females to victory.
Mensing merited the all-around
title in addition to posting the
highest marks in the free floor
exercise, the balance beam, and
the side horse vault. The Seattle
junior finished behind Jackson on
the uneven parallel bars.
"Pepper placed 20th in allaround at Des Moines last spring
as a sophomore," Goodson
related. Mentioning her capacity
for improvement, the Wolf gym
boss sees the petite brunette "in
the top ten (in the 1973
nationals)".
The achievements of Miss

Guitar Players
Strings - Capos - Polish - Supplies of all kinds
See

Wiltsey-Weathers Music
Salem, Ore.

UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
We're new and we're the bigest! Thousands of
topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthro
pology,
Art,
Black Studies, Ecology, Eco
nomics,
Education,
History,
Law,
Music
Philosophy,
Political
Science,
Psychology'
Religion, Science, Sociology and Urban Prob
lems. Send $2 for your catalog of topics avail
able,

REGAL NOTES
3160 " 0 " Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20007
Telephone: 202-333-0201

Liberty Street, N .fr
Salem, Oregon 971501

198

585-7200

Clothes For Men
OPEN MON. & FRI. TILL 9 PM
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Jackson are all the more ex
ceptional when you consider her
history of frustrating injury.
"Sandy is starting to show her
national caliber form," said
Goodson. "She has the potential
to average 8.5 on any given
night," he said of his aesthetic
sophomore.
Jackson earned an 8.7,7.7,7.6
rating on the unevens to win that
event. Her 8.33 composite was the
highest mark of the meet. The
North Eugene grad attained
second position in the all-around.
Diminutive
Candy
Bold
finished behind Mensing on the
horse, edging U of O's Lynne
Aiken.
Popular Maria Burnham came
up with a fine 7.43 on her
specialty, the unevens.
Salemite Debby Gribskov fin
ished sixth on the beam while
Debby Webb merited a 5.8 for her
free floor routine.
A U of O redhead who was the
1972 prep champion from Oregon
got some raves from the Mon
mouth audience. Buxom Ann
Olson turned in a consistent
performance throughout the
meet, finishing third overall.
Miss Olson deadlocked with
Mensing on the unevens, both
garnering a 7.76 rating.
The OCE women defeated the
1972 northwest gym champions in
a triangular meet January 20.
The Wolfettes tallied 87.05 to 84.90
for the University of Washington
and 82.80 for the University of
Alberta.
Joan Richardson from the
Canadian school was all-around
winner. Mensing and Jackson
placed second and
third
respectively.
They've beaten every top
northwest school at least once
this year," Goodson remarked
following the OCE invitational.
The Wolfettes can do it of
ficially in a few weeks. February
23 and 24 are the designated dates
for the NW regional women's
gymnastics championships to be
held at Edmundson Pavilion on
the UW campus.
Nine months of anonymity,
hard work, and previous suc
cesses will travel north with
Oregon's best female gymnasts.
Some universities will bring "big
school" and "traditional power"
reputations to this steppingstone
to the national meet. OCE checks
in with poise, ability and esprit de
corps.

Sports
capsule
BASKETBALL
Simon Fraser 72, OCE 63
Western Washington 53, OCE 42
WRESTLING
OCE 25, Eastern Oregon 16
Humboldt State 32, OCE 11
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
OCE JV 31, U of O JV 26
OCE 40, U of O 37
OSU JV 45, OCE JV 34
OSU 41, OCE 37
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
OCE 79, Willamette Law School 61
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
OCE 85.36, U of O 77.39, PSU 71.56, OSU
60.28

UPCOMING EVENTS
BASKETBALL
Feb. 9 - Eastern Washington Monmouth,
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 10 -- Eastern Oregon Monmouth, 7:30
p.m.
Feb. 13 - Linfield, McMinnville, 7:30 p m
WRESTLING
Feb. 10 -- Pacific, Monmouth, 2:00 p . m .
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Feb. 8 -- Lane CC ( J V ) , Eugene, 4:30 p . m .
PSU ( v a r s i t y ) Monmouth, 8:00 p.m.
Feb. 10 ~ Southern Oregon ( J V ) Ashland
BOWLING
Feb. 8-10 -- ACU-1 Region XIV Tournev
Pullman

JV BASKETBALL
Feb. 9 Willamette, Monmouth, 5:30 p . m .
Feb. 10 ~ Portland CC, Monmouth, 5:30
p.m.
Feb. 13 -- Linfield, McMinnville, 5:30 p . m .
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
Feb. 14 -- Pacific, Monmouth, 5:30 p.m
SWIMMING
Feb. 13 -- Willamette, S a l e m , 9:00 p . m .

Cagers face
EvCo foes
Oregon College's varsity
basketballers went north laSt
weekend but couldn't produce
enough offense firepower to
make the trip a success.
The Wolves suffered a second
half letdown, February 2, bowl"|
to Simon Fraser University, "l'
63. The following evening.
Western Washington Stat
evenged an earlier defeat &y
chalking up a 53-42 Evergreen
Conference triumph.
,
Bob Bob McCullough's squad
is now 6-13 on the year, 3-4 m
EvCo action.
Skagit Valley C.C. transfer,
Hugh Reitze, became eligi^
recently and appears to hav
added much needed frontW 1
strength to the diminuti*
Wolves. The burly 6'4" forwar
snared eight rebounds, t0P^f°t
the OCE team, in a losing efton
against WWSC. rfilP
OCE hosts a pair of ^ea^j.
encounters
this
weeken •
Eastern Washington comeShjie
Monmouth tomorrow night wn
Eastern Oregon is on tap
Saturday. The latter squad
anl
currently one
and
a in**half g
unc e
mu a
c
. .
ahed of McCullough's crew in
race for an NAIA District
playoff spot.
fSi
Tip-off is 7:30 for both conte

lamron

As I See It

Grapplers face Pacific

-By Dave LovikThe professional basketball draft is still two months
but everybody (almost) is starting to speculate
3 ho will * a k e w h o m i n t h e draft.
% qU estion on many people's minds is Bill Walton. Will
•ton be granted a hardship deferrment and if he is
Ranted one, will he decide to bypass his senior year at
^One way or another, Bill Walton will not be available
anyone but the team that picks first, either Portland
'° Philadelphia. Both the Trailblazers and the 76ers
need a center. For that matter, both teams need a lot
^por the sake of safety and so I can speculate a little,
,, s s ay Walton will not be available for the
Trailblazers.

has many needs but one of them isn't at
Jack AAcCloskey is aggressive, loud and
knowledgable. He also has a lot of guts.
Anyone who would bench both Sidney Wicks and Geoff
_ trie at the same time either is a masochist or has the
urageof his convictions to say to a player, "put out or
Ise," n 0
w* 10 o r b°w good a player may be.
e The Trailblazer'sbench sucks. Period. Charlie Davis,
rreg Smith, Rick Adelman and God forbid, Larue
»* ar tin sometime come off the bench and play like they
jl se rve to pick up their paychecks, but not often.
Martin, for all his pofenfial, has just been a number
lemon. No hands, no muscle, no touch and no
defense. I will say this, Larue Martin does have moves.
p e showed one of his better moves against KC -Omaha
Portland
aC h.

Saturday.
ahead of Martin at center is Lloyd Neal. Neal
a good ball player but would make a better
contribution at forward. His main drawback is his
height or lack of height. At 6-7 he would only be a
medium size forward.
The Blazers do need a good big man. Outside of
Walton, there just isn't an outstanding center available
this year.
Guard is another weakness of the Trailblazers. Petrie
is a quality guard but if he has an off night the Blazer
backcourt is sub-nothing.
And there are a number of good backcourt prospects
available this year. Try Ed Ratleff, Doug Collins,
Dwight Lamar and Alan Hornyak on for size.
Ratleff and Collins are both 6-6, quick, good ball
handlers, scorers, and can play defense. A team that
picked one of these two wouldn't go wrong.
Lamar is a scorer. In fact he is too much of a scorer. It
is not an uncommon sight to see Lamar pull up on a
three -on-one fast break and pump up a 25-footer. To his
credit, more of those 25-footers go in than not.
Hornyak, only 6-1, has made the transition from a
team leader to a team leader and a scorer. He has
adapted so well that he is leading the Big Ten in scoring.
Not a mean feat. But whether his size will hurt his
defense in the pros remains to be seen.
Starting

OCE's varsity wrestlers recorded an Evergreen Conference dual meet win over visiting Eastern
Oregon, 25-16, last Friday. And it was the fine mat work of 190 pounder Larry Hayward that
clinched the victory for the Wolves. In this picture, Hayward is about to scuttle EOC's Robert
Tarter. Gale Davis' grapplers are preparing for the EvCo and NAIA District 2 tournaments this
week. The EvCo affair will take place on the 16 and 17 of this month at LaGrande while the
District showdown is a week later on the Southern Oregon campus. The Wolves tangle with the
Boxers from Pacific University Saturday afternoon in their last dual match of the year. (Photo
by Tim Johnson.)

s

"We can make the District Playoffs." So says forward
Larry Gahr.
I am tempted to agree with him. OCE has five
conference games left, three against Oregon schools.
The biggie comes up this weekend against Eastern
Oregon. EOC is currently 5-3 in league and the Wolves
are 3-4.The emphasis must be put on the loss column.
You can always win a game, but you can't make up a
°The Mounties whipped OCE by nine in LaGrande
thanks.to a horrendous ten minute cold spell but things
could very easily be different Saturday.
For one thing, the Wolves are not a bad team as they
have been in the game in most of their losses.
The second reason is more impressive. A 6-3 record at
home. The OCE facility is not a barn like some around
the area but for some reason the Wolves play like a
different team at home. Maybe they are_ hot dogs;
maybe they get inspired by the home crowd. Whatever
the reason, OCE has beaten some tough'teams at home
and it should carry over to this weekend.
OTI and SOC both have 2-6 league marks and are out
of the running for a playoff berth.
To be practical, OCE can win a playoff berth if they
win three of their remaining five league games
including EOC because I don't think that EOC can ge y
the Washington entries in Evco either. •
One thing to be considered. OCE has to have a better
league record than EOC. A tie would send the Mounties
to the District tournament on the strength of a better
overall record.
It's now or never.
F e b r u a r y 8, 1973

Baby Wolves down B-ball foes
Clifford Wegner again turned in a
fine game as he scored 16 points
and grabbed 13 rebounds. Mike
Halligan added 14 points and
Tyra Mills had 12 along with 11
rebounds. The Frosh had little
trouble holding a 48-36 lead at
halftime and opening up a 30
point lead in the second half as all
14 players broke into the scoring
column.
The last game the OCE JV's
played was January 30 against
Linn-Benton Community College,
one of the top teams in the Oregon
Community College League. The
JV's played one of their best
games of the season and stopped
Linn-Benton 65-61.
They opened up an early lead,
ahead 34-21 at halftime, as LinnBenton apparently was looking
past the JV Wolves.
The Road Runners pulled even
late in the game, but OCE wanted
the game just a little more, and
the JV's managed to eke out the
victory.
Lynn Neuenschwander was
high for both teams with 15
points. Mark Fiick had 13 points,
Gary Calhoun 11 and Steve
Russell 10 for the well-balanced
JV's whose record is 5 wins - 8
losses.

Oregon College of Education
freshmen basketball team
evened up their season record at
six wins - six losses with a 79-61
victory over the Willamette
University Law School Monday
night. Mike Halligan had 13
points for the Frosh who led just
37-32 at halftime. They then
tightened up their defense and

Horse show
Saturday
The OCE Rodeo Club will
sponsor a horse show Saturday,
Feb. 10. The show will begin-at
9:00 a.m. and will be held at the
indoor arena of the Clackamas
County Fairgrounds, in Canby,
Oregon.
There will be judging in various
horse classes, such as: stock,
trail and western pleasure. At the
conclusion of the judging will be
the gaming events. Included in
these events will be: scurries,
barrel racing, pole bending and
keyhole.
Trophies will be awarded for
each class, as well as a high point
trophy.
For those desiring more in
formation about the club,
meetings are held on Thursdays,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Deschutes
Room of the College Center.

opened up a 64-42 lead midway
through the second half. Sup
porting Halligan were Keith
Morgan with 11 points and
Clifford Wegner with 10.
This was the second straight
victory for the Frosh as they
dumped Judson Baptist College
of Portland 97-74 last Tuesday.

Women bounce U of O
OCE edged to a slim three point
third quarter lead, and used that
margin to down the University of
Oregon 40-37, in women's
basketball action at Monmouth
Thursday, Feb. 1.
The U of O team came into the
contest, seemingly determined to
avenge an earlier season loss at
the hands of the Wolvettes, 36-33.

IM Standings
MINOR
TKB No. 2
Ogden No. 2
TKB No. 3
Reds
Unknowns
Hot Rats
Jolly Bailers
Landers Men

W

1

L
W
MAJOR
0
Tap Room
6
1
Bombers
Ogden No. 1
3
1
31
TKB No. 1
2
2
Barnum
1
3
IK's
Red Ball Jets
0
4
0
4
BFD's
Standings through Feb. 5
Schedule for Monday, Feb. 12:
7:00 p.m. — Hot Rats vs.
Landers; TKB No. 3 vs. TKB No.
2

8:00 p.m. - Unknowns vs.
Reds; Jolly Bailers vs. Ogden No.
2

Schedule for Wednesday, Feb. 14
7:00 p.m. - Red Ball Jets vs.
BFD's; Tap Room vs. IK's
8:00 p.m. -- Ogden No. 1 vs.
TKB No. 1; Barnum vs. Bombers

It appeared they might just do
that right to the end.
The Wolvettes, led by Linda
Goodman's game high 12 points,
jumped out to an early 13-9 lead.
Oregon was not to be counted out,
as they fought back to knot the
score 20-20 at the intermission.
The third quarter saw the game
tied three more times, before
OCE grabbed the lead with 55
seconds left in the quarter. Down
26-25, Jane Ellis stole the ball and
went the length of the court to
score, giving OCE the lead they
would not relinquish.
Down by as much as seven
points midway through the fourth
quarter, Oregon continued to
fight back. With 2:05 showing on
the clock and OCE's lead cut to
37-34, Coach Penwell called for a
timeout to settle her team.
It looked as though the
Wolvettes would hang on for the
sure win until Ellis was whistled
for her fifth personal with 21
seconds remaining in the game.
Oregon's Gay Shoemaker eonverted the charity toss to narrow
the margin to two.
In an attempt to get the ball
back from the Wolvettes, Linda
Goodman was fouled. At the line
with a one and one situation, she
made the first to seal the win for
the Monmouth women.
In JV action, Paula Mestrich
provided the offensive punch with
eight points, while Cheryl Brown
and Penny Hatch controlled the
boards, to give them a 31-26
decision over the Oregon JV s.
The next contest for the varsity
will be Feb. 8 at home when they
take on Portland State University
at 8:00 p.m.
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Creation or Evolution?

Prayers open Boring lecture
by PEG WATKINS

cords - not harmoniously, at
least. But we got it anyway as the
If anyone had gone to last pre-lecture hymns began. Lucky
Tuesday's
"Creation
or for us, the group passed out their
Evolution?" lecture expecting to Inter-Varsity
Song
Sheet
hear both sides, they would have (complete with numbers) so we
been
sorely
disappointed. could mouth the words even
Luckily, I don't think anyone did. though we didn't know the tunes.
Of the 40-some audience mem The singing session smacked of
bers, it appeared that only two of "Brother Love's Traveling
us didn't belong to the sponsoring Salvation Show" but lacked the
I n t e r - V a r s i t y C h r i s t i a n rhythm and tenor. "Rejoice in
Fellowship. And we (Dr. Lew the Lord Always " just isn't topPennock, evolution instructor, ten material.
and I) weren't expecting equal
On with the show: Speaker
representation, just some.
Rev. Glen Boring (really) began
What we also weren't expecting his lecture with another unex
was at an exercising of our vocal pected - a prayer. He eloquently

Want ads

FOR RENT: Rent a Ponderosa Carpet
Shampooer at R 'n L Super Drug, 170
W. Main. With purchase of cleaner
only $1.00 per day.
WANTED: CHEV chrome wheel, 14 x
61 •-/ smooth dish. Contact Landers
Room 471 or call 838 9907 for Dan.
HELP: Is anybody leaving a rental
farm, house in country, etc., near
Monmouth at the end of the spring
term? If so Call I need it, Jon 472
3432.

Pentecostal Prayer Group forming
if
interested contact Dan Martinez 585
4296 or leave note at Student Center
office addressed to Pentecostal
Student Fellowship International
(PSFI).

FOR SALE: Sunn 100s guitar amp.
Separate spkr cabinet w 15" JBL
speaker w crossover to flat horn.
New tubes & fuse, ' 4 price $150. 838
4154 eves.

thanked "our Father" (strange, I
don't think my dad heard him)
for our fine minds and gamut of
emotions and then made a plee
for "His" loving direction of both
(minds and emotions). Per
sonally, I'd like to think that I am
more in charge of my mind than
daddy is. But to each his own.
In short, Rev. Boring gave one.
He sited lots of chapters and
verses to support his theory of
creation,
criticized
the
evolutionary theory for its lack of
reproducability - scientifically
experimental verification (and
his theory is?); drew vivid - and
grossly irrelevant - analogies
(like between the fossil dating
methods and the burning of
candles); and, Jon the premise
that no one knew anything about
chemistry or physics, proceded
to produce support for his theory
by showing how creation obeys
the first and second laws of
thermodynamics. His inter
pretation went something like
this: The first law states that
matter (actually, it's energy)
cannot be created or destroyed.
Therefore, once creation was
accomplished, nothing new could
OCE's blood drive was wrapped up Wednesday. Final
have come into existence. Right?
results will be printed in next week's lamron 2. The Red
The second law states (ac
Cross sponsored blood drive is held once a term. Photo bv
J
cording
to
Boring)
that
Bill Coffel.
everything is in the process of
decay. And this supports the
creationist's view that the
complex state of the earth at
creation has been continually
regressing to simplicity and
disproves the evolutionary theory
completely insane. You see his
that life evolved from a single(her)
mother,
being the
celled organism to a complex
wealthiest woman alive has been
body.
paying everyone to pretend that
by
Then in closing, Rev. Boring
he (she) is really sane and one of
MARK
asked that no one accept what
us. Which is about the kindest
GRISWOLD
they read on blind faith - from
thing in the world anyone could
any source other than the Bible,
do for another insane person.
that is. (Isn't that called double
The reason I am printing this is
standards?)
because I haven't been getting
I admit that the theory of
any (of the money).
evolution isn't fact, but it does
Also worth mentioning is the
deserve a more credible and
fact that some people who eat
Uh, I hate to bother you on such regularly at either the dorms or
expert representation than was
given by Rev. Boring. His wa s a a nice day, but I just now heard coffee shop lose their sense of
total discount.
that they've done it. They have balance, sight and memory. I
Does Inter-Varsity Christian taken over California. The could go on but I can't make out
Fellowship plan to sponsor a communists have puddle-jumped the paper and can't seem to sit up
second speaker - this one an clear across the Pacific and have straight in this chair. What was I
expert supporter of evolution? taken to growing rice in the S.F. saying?
The last word from Ron Flug was Bay. Naturally I was disturbed
But on the lighter side - we got a
"no." It seems everyone has and thought you should know.
new refrigerator last week and
already heard the other side. Me
Remember those Vietnam Vets we're really turned on about it. It
too.
that were supposed to be coming seems someone forgot to tell
People who are comfortable home? Well, they're stationed on Oscar not to play with plugs. Now
with their beliefs aren't about to Mount Shasta, you know.
if only we can get him to keep his
seek out information (especially
You notice lately that Nixon mouth open long enough to get
if it comes from a trustworthy hasn't been spending any time in the hamburger out (or is that his
source and is therefore credible) the Western White House? And tongue?). It gets Johnny Carson a
that isn't in agreement with their those hitchhikers you gave a ride laugh.
current ideas. The Inter-Varsity to last week that were going to
Before I forget, last week's
Christian Fellowship is no ex send you a card from L.A.? I'll
winner in our "name-the-song"
ception. Neither am I; one Rev. bet you never received it. And
contest was Pam Mercer.
Boring was enough.
even Johnny Carson has moved
"Win what?" she cried.
back to New York and Greater
"Me for an hour," I shrieked.
Duluth.
"I'd rather lose."
Meanwhile, back at the oasis,
"Me for two hours."
the Arabs were eating their
This week's joke is Butler Hall
dates.
room 37. But seriously, why do
Want to know something else? Polish folks boil water when they
A certain person close to, or 4 in have babies? As always, best
student
government
is answer wins.

The night editor

Friendly feelings and the great taste of
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be.

Ifs the real thing.Coke.
Bottled under the authority of the Coca-Cola
Company by Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling
Company, Salem, Oregon.
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325 Court Street NE
phone 585-7600
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0CE Students WIN A FREE PIPF!
Present or mail this coupon
to qualify for the monthly drawing
for a genuine Capital Brier Pipe
(Drawing to be held Feb. 28th)

your tobacconist,
Murray Johnson

Loveis

Love Happens

fine imported pipes

When You Give

mail order service
quality tobacco
blended in our shop

We W
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Her Flowers

The Red Vase
I MAIN ST.

838-0782

MONMOUTH
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